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Abstract
Timely detection and diagnosis of application-network anoma-

lies is a key challenge of operating large-scale production

clouds. We reveal three practical issues in a cloud-native era.

First, impact assessment of anomalies at a (micro)service

level is absent in currently deployed monitoring systems.

Ping systems are oblivious to the “actual weights” of appli-

cation traffic, e.g., traffic volume and the number of connec-

tions/instances. Failures of critical (micro)services with large

weights can be easily overlooked by probing systems under

prevalent network jitters. Second, the efficiency of anomaly

routing (to a blamed application/network team) is still low

with multiple attribution teams involved. Third, collecting

fine-grained metrics at a (micro)service level incurs consider-

able computational/storage overheads, however, is indispens-

able for accurate impact assessment and anomaly routing.

We introduce the application-network diagnosing (AND)

system in Alibaba cloud. AND exploits the single metric

of TCP retransmission (retx) to capture anomalies at (mi-

cro)service levels and correlates applications with networks

end-to-end. To resolve deployment challenges, AND further

proposes three core designs: (1) a collecting tool to perform

filtering/statistics on massive retxs at the (micro)service level,

(2) a real-time detection procedure to extract anomalies from

‘noisy’ retxs with millions of time series, (3) an anomaly

routing model to delimit anomalies among multiple target

teams/scenarios. AND has been deployed in Alibaba cloud

for over three years and enables minute-level anomaly detec-

tion/routing and fast failure recovery.

1 Introduction

Cloud regions host the core business systems of Alibaba and

serve billions of customers worldwide [21, 32]. The key chal-

lenge of operating Alibaba cloud is timely detection and di-

agnosis of application-network anomalies, to ensure service

level agreements (SLAs) and avoid customer, reputation, and

revenue losses caused by SLA violations [56].

Generally, we define application-network anomalies at

three levels according to their severity. Firstly, applications

exhibit performance jitters while the expected SLAs of cus-

tomers are satisfied. Secondly, applications experience severe
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Figure 1: Cloud service model and attribution teams.

performance declines in throughput, latency, job completion

time, etc., and the SLAs of customers are violated. Thirdly,

services are unavailable and anomalies upgrade to failures.

In the following discussion, we focus on severe application-

network anomalies of levels 2 and 3. Our clouds provide a

multi-layer service model including software, platform and in-

frastructure layers (Figure 1). Anomalies may happen at each

layer in the end-to-end path (Figure 2). To ensure the stable op-

eration of each layered component, each attribution team has

built abundant monitoring systems at end hosts [10,23,49], vir-

tual networks [15,38,57], physical networks [11,22,44,47,56]

and correlate connections with physical links/paths [9,39,43].

We observe that currently deployed monitoring systems

still face issues of impact assessment, anomaly routing and

large operation overheads in a cloud-native era. Next, we

elaborate on these practical issues in production.

Impact Assessment at (Micro)services Level. The clouds de-

ploy (micro)services of various applications densely at shared

hosts. We still lack a monitoring system for accurate impact

assessment of anomalies at a (micro)service granularity. For

example, currently deployed network probing systems may

achieve a full-mesh probing at the host level [22, 57]. As

shown in Figure 3, they probe each node/link equivalently

and cannot capture actual weights for nodes/links of criti-

cal (micro)services, e.g., in-memory database [8], proxy and

load balancing [51]. As a result, probing results can be eas-

ily covered by noises of prevalent network jitters in produc-

tion environments. We observe many cases where failures on

nodes/links of critical services are overlooked by probings.

Other monitors at the platform or infrastructure layer face a

similar issue — they cannot tell whether or how many (mi-

cro)services are affected even though anomalies are detected.
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Anomaly Routing to Attribution Teams. The root cause

of application anomalies is usually attributed to dependent

(micro)services or shared infrastructure with a (micro)service-

based architecture [17, 18]. Currently, the efficiency of

anomaly routing to a blamed layer is still low, with multi-

ple attribution teams and complex traffic scenarios involved

(Figures 1 and 4). First, each application team reports its

failure and inquires about other related teams respectively,

leading to high communication costs. Second, correlating ap-

plication metrics with problematic (micro)services or network

events is non-trivial due to the inconsistent data format and

semantics [20, 50]. The essential issue lies in that operation

teams and specific monitoring tools focus on their problem

domains (software, operating systems, networks). The clouds

lack a unified diagnostic mechanism to correlate layered com-

ponents and route anomalies to attribution teams.

Full Coverage with Low Overheads. Collecting connection-

level metrics [39, 43] is indispensable for accurate impact

assessment and anomaly routing, however, it incurs large cap-

ital/operating expenses (CapEx/OpEx) as an always-on ser-

vice. Considering million-level (micro)service instances and

billion-level connections, the monitoring system brings con-

siderable computational/storage overheads (Figures 5 and 6).

To tackle the above issues, we introduce the experi-

ence in designing and deploying the Application-Network

Diagnosing (AND) system in Alibaba cloud. AND exploits

TCP retransmissions (retxs) to extract anomalies with low

overheads, capture problems at a (micro)service level, and

correlate applications with platform/infrastructure layers end-

to-end. Existing works [9, 10] also collect TCP retxs and

statistics at end hosts for anomaly detection and diagnosis.

We observe several deployment challenges that hinder the

direct usage of these systems in a cloud-native environment.

Deployment Challenges. Firstly, applications exhibit mas-

sive connections and retxs at (micro)service/container level

(10 ∼ 105/min) in production clouds. As shown in Figure 6,

collecting all connection-level metrics incurs unacceptable

CPU/storage overheads. Collecting and analyzing network
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Figure 4: Overview of cloud traffic.

paths of all retxs like 007 [9] is also infeasible in our cloud re-

gions. Secondly, raw retxs are too ‘noisy’ to reflect anomalies.

Massive applications exhibit distinct patterns and sensitivities

concerning retxs, due to the different QoS levels, resource

quotas and load variations. Internet access is also unstable

compared with intranet access. Thirdly, anomaly routing is

still challenging with at least five attribution teams (Figure 1)

and traffic scenarios (Figure 4) involved.

To resolve the deployment challenges in a cloud-native era,

AND substantially goes beyond currently deployed systems

with three new designs of anomaly collecting, detecting and

diagnosing using the single metric of retx.

Efficient Anomaly Collecting via nBPF Tool. AND performs

statistics and filters on raw retxs events via a dedicated nBPF

tool, to lower CPU/storage overheads of collecting massive

retxs. nBPF uses an eBPF-based kernel program to extract

prominent anomalies like retransmission timeouts and fails of

connection establishment. nBPF leverages user-space filters

to record retxs counter for anomaly detection and sample

retxs details (TCP 5-tuples and process info) for anomaly

diagnostic. Last but not least, nBPF proposes statistics of retxs
events per (micro)service/container (source) and per traffic

scenarios (destination) to delimit the scope of anomalies at

the collecting phase. nBPF filters out > 90% retxs events of

‘noises’ and also facilitates anomaly detection and routing.

Minute-level Anomaly Detection. AND designs minute-level

detection procedure for millions of time series (retxs coun-

ters of millions of IPs). AND adopts a multi-level time-series

clustering to distinguish diverse retxs patterns. While partial

time series are ‘stable’ with small ‘noises’ (41.06%), other

time series cannot be processed by simply dropping (low re-

call) or threshold-based filtering (low accuracy). AND designs

lightweight feature engineering, which eliminates ‘noises’ by

prediction and penalizes/scales features of low/high-quality

time series. AND adopts a hybrid implementation of offline

clustering/predication and online detection for low latency

and cost. AND extracts < 1% anomalies from ‘noisy’ retxs
and ensures high detection recall.
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(a) #IPs reporting retxs. (b) #Total count of retxs.

Figure 5: Statistics of retxs from a large-scale region. (a) The

number of container IPs reporting retxs reaches a million level.

(b) For intranet access, short flows burst many SYN retxs dur-

ing connection establishment while retransmission timeouts

(RTOs) are much less with a relatively stable network. For

Internet access, applications usually use long connections and

exhibit many RTOs as the network is not stable.

Multi-problem-domain Anomaly Diagnostic. AND routes

anomaly to multiple attribution teams and traffic scenar-

ios via the single metric of retx. The key insight is that

anomalies of different problem domains (e.g., networks, end

hosts) exhibit distinct distributions of retxs, after correlating

source/destination (SRC/DST) IPs in retxs details with appli-

cation/network attributes. AND builds a supervised routing

model and designs feature sets of anomalies for multiple target

teams and scenarios, according to anomalies/failures observed

from production. The routing model helps locate anomalies

and find root causes by combining with domain-specific mon-

itors and metrics. It also embodies good generalization ability,

e.g., extending from a limited scope to all cloud regions.

AND has been deployed in Alibaba cloud for over three

years. It processes more than one billion retxs events per

hour and reduces data volume by orders of magnitudes (§6.2).

The routing model achieves ∼ 95% recall/accuracy in detect-

ing/routing anomalies to target network teams in the long-

term evaluation (§7.2). AND enables minute-level anomaly

detecting and routing (§9.1). AND also achieves high cov-

erage of anomalies in the end-to-end path, from networks

to end hosts and even abnormal application behaviors, and

complements the fade area of existing systems (§9.2).

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We reveal issues of impact assessment and anomaly routing

in operating large-scale production clouds. To tackle these

issues, we introduce AND, a unified application-network

diagnosing system exploiting a single metric of TCP retx.

• We reveal that production clouds exhibit massive and noisy

retxs with complex problem attribution and traffic scenarios.

AND thus designs the effective collecting tool, detection

procedure and diagnostic mechanism to extract, identify

and delimit anomalies step-by-step.

• We iteratively deploy and optimize AND in Alibaba cloud.

Currently, AND covers all of our cloud regions and millions

of (micro)services/containers. We also share experience on

usage/scope of AND and lessons learned about Artificial

Intelligence for IT Operations (AIOps).

(a) Connections vs. retxs. (b) CPU overheads.

Figure 6: Overhead analysis. (a) The distribution of the num-

ber of connections and retxs at (micro)service levels from

a large-scale region. (b) Overheads of collecting metrics:

Netlink [7] and BCC [1] collect TCP info of all connections

via AF_NETLINK and eBPF [2] respectively. nBPF performs

filtering and statistics on raw retxs. We use a typical virtual

machine (VM) instance [3] in public clouds for testing.

2 Background & Motivation

We introduce the background of cloud architecture and

overview of cloud traffic. On this basis, we present the opera-

tional experience and also motivation of AND.

2.1 Overview of Cloud Architecture
Figure 1 shows a multi-layer service model of Alibaba cloud,

where each layered component is usually attributed to a dedi-

cated team. Software services, such as e-commerce [29], big

data [16, 53], databases [13], belong to their respective ap-

plication teams; platform services including containerized

platforms [27, 40], virtual machines (VMs) and their operat-

ing systems [14], are in charge of dedicated platform teams;

infrastructure services including virtualization and host ma-

chines, virtual or physical networking, are handled by the

corresponding infrastructure, virtual or physical networking

teams [22, 32, 52].

Overview of Cloud Traffic. Cloud applications go through

each layer of components in the end-to-end path (Figure 2).

As shown in Figure 4, applications run on containers and

VMs, and communicate via kernel stack and virtualized net-

dev [52]. The traffic is then forwarded via vSwitch [35] and

physical NIC at host machines or node controllers (NCs). The

cloud gateways [32] as the cores of virtual networks perform

stateless and stateful network functions, including forwarding

gateways among virtual private clouds (VPCs), stateful load

balancing (SLB), network address translate (NAT), access

control list (ACL). The physical network consists of multi-

level switches/links, and the cloud enterprise network (CEN,

a dedicated leased line network between cloud regions).

On this basis, we summarize five common scenarios of

cloud traffic (Figure 4): 1© Cloud services actively access

internet data centers (IDCs). 2© User clients request services

hosted by the cloud, which return responses. 3© Cloud ser-

vices access other intranet services via SLB. 4© Cloud ser-

vices access each other directly via forwarding gateways. 5©
Cloud services access each other cross regions.
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2.2 Operational Experience

The complex layered architecture poses great challenges to

the operation of cloud services — anomalies may happen at

each layer [20,22,57]. The operation teams at each layer have

built abundant monitoring and diagnostic tools including end-

host monitors [9,10,30,39,43,49], virtual network [15,38,57]

or physical network probings/telemetries [11,22,44,47,56],

to quickly detect and locate anomalies. Nevertheless, we still

lack a unified monitoring/diagnostic system that can assess

the impact of anomalies/failures at a (micro)service level,

quickly route anomalies to attribution teams, and cover the

entire cloud with low overheads. Next, we elaborate on key

issues observed from operational experience.

How to estimate the impact of anomalies on real applica-
tion traffic? The networking teams build large-scale probing

systems to monitor virtual/physical networks [22,57]. How-

ever, probing systems cannot tell whether application traffic

is affected by anomalies and even overlook severe failures.

Specifically, they probe each node/link with equal weight,

while partial nodes/links carrying critical (micro)services that

many applications depend on should have larger weights.

Probing results on these critical nodes/links may be covered

by noises of network jitters (Figure 3). We observe many

cases where failures in critical (micro)services are not per-

ceived by probing systems. Real case studies of SLB and

Redis services are presented (Cases A and C in §8). Other

monitors on the platform or infrastructure layer face similar

problems. Even though anomalies are detected, they cannot

tell whether or how many applications are affected.

Whether applications work normally after network alter-
ation or recovery? The network teams often perform network

alterations or execute traffic migration for failure recovery.

They need to know as soon as possible whether applications

work normally. Currently, network teams verify the running

status of applications by contacting each application team,

which takes a long feedback cycle. During several network

alternations, only partial applications’ traffic is migrated suc-

cessfully, resulting in unavailable services and large revenue

losses. Similar issues can be avoided if we can find a way to

verify the applications’ status quickly (Case B in §8).

Experience #1: To conduct impact assessments from appli-

cation perspectives, the diagnostic system needs to monitor

applications’ in-band traffic at granularities of connection and

(micro)service [17, 45].

How to perform fast and accurate anomaly routing to at-
tribution teams? Anomalies are usually caused by the depen-

dent (micro)services or shared network infrastructure with a

(micro)service-based architecture [18]. Specific application

monitor has limited scope and cannot tell reasons for anoma-

lies directly. However, correlating application metrics with

problematic (micro)services and network events is non-trivial,

due to the inconsistent data format and semantics (program

tracing/logging vs. connection-oriented metrics [20, 50]). To

this end, application teams report their failures separately and

contact related teams respectively, resulting in high commu-

nication costs and low efficiency for failure recovery. We

present several cases where a unified diagnostic system facili-

tates anomaly routing and locating (Case D-F in §8).

Experience #2: To improve the efficiency of diagnosing,

clouds need a unified diagnostic system to correlate layered

components and route anomalies to attribution teams.

How to achieve full coverage with low overheads? The

number of container instances or IPs has increased to a mil-

lion level in Alibaba cloud (Figure 5). The connection’s scale

on long-tail instances also reaches a million level (Figure 6a).

The overheads of monitoring end-to-end anomalies for mil-

lions of IPs and billion connections are considerable.

Experience #3: As an always-on service, the monitoring sys-

tem should be carefully optimized for low computational and

storage overheads, and lower the long-term capital/operating

expenses (CapEx/OpEx).

Motivation: We begin to build and deploy the application-

network diagnosing (AND) system since 2019. AND aims to

tackle the above issues in production clouds.

3 Design Rationale & Challenges

3.1 Design Rationale
AND takes TCP Retransmissions (retxs) as basic metrics to

build unified anomaly monitoring and diagnosing capability

covering the whole cloud. The key insight is that retxs are

effective signs of anomalies, inherently exist in in-band traffic,

and correlate applications to fundamental platforms and in-

frastructure end-to-end. Figure 7 shows the coverage of AND,

from a bottom-up perspective, including physical and virtual

networks, physical NIC, vSwitch, virtualized netdev, kernel

stack and even abnormal application behaviors.

AND is universal for different applications (Go, Java, etc.)
and has no dependencies on hardware devices (programmable

NICs/switches [20, 47]). AND also easily extends to other

reliable transports like QUIC [25] and Reliable Connection

(RC) of RDMA [24], where retxs and timeouts can be used

to indicate anomalies. Note that the basic idea of collecting

TCP retransmissions and statistics for faulty-link locating and

failure diagnosing [9,10,39,49] has been proposed in existing

works. AND adopts a similar idea to them from this point.

3.2 Challenges
As the deployment of AND in the complex cloud environment,

we still face challenges of anomaly collecting, detecting and

diagnosing using retxs. AND has continued to evolve in iter-

ative deployment, resulting in fundamental differences with

existing works.

First, production clouds unexpectedly exhibit massive

retxs — the number of retxs of single (micro)service instance
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reaches 10 ∼ 105/min and has a long-tail nature (Figure 6a).

For each retx, 007 [9] tries to find the network link/path that

causes packet drops via Traceroute. In our cloud regions,

collecting and analyzing each retx like 007 easily overloads

CPUs of end hosts and switch’s control plane.

Challenge #1: The clouds require efficient collecting tools

to perform filtering/sampling on raw retxs at (micro)service

granularity while reserving the critical info of anomalies.

Second, the raw retxs are too ‘noisy’ to reflect anomalies

that cause SLA violation. With mixed deployment in pub-

lic clouds, applications apply computing/network resources

according to their QoS requirements and exhibit distinct pat-

terns of retxs. For example, latency-sensitive services [8]

cannot tolerate timeouts and have few retxs, but background

tasks [16, 53] have many retxs in daily operation, so long as

tasks complete on time. These applications also deploy many

(micro)service instances across cloud regions, constituting

large ‘noises’.

Challenge #2: The clouds require real-time anomaly detec-

tion to filter out ‘noises’ and extract anomalies from millions

of time series of retxs.

Last but not least, anomaly routing and locating are non-

trivial with at least five attribution teams (Figure 1) and

five traffic scenarios (Figure 4) involved. The pioneering

Scout [19] targets incident routing for the physical networking

team. NetPoirot [10] adopts failure injection and identifies

failure attribution (client, network, and remote server) using

TCP statistics at one end host. However, the complex layered

dependencies and traffic scenarios hinder the direct usage of

these works in a cloud-native environment.

Challenge #3: The clouds require a new diagnostic mecha-

nism to perform fast and accurate anomaly routing among

multiple target teams and traffic scenarios.

4 Overview

Next, we introduce the design and deployment of AND in

practice to resolve the above challenges. Figure 8 shows the

overall architecture of AND incorporating anomaly collecting,

detection and diagnostic. The process from anomaly collect-

ing to routing takes less than 1 minute.

Anomaly Collecting (Challenge #1). AND monitors retxs
at end hosts via a dedicated tool, namely nBPF (§5). nBPF

designs eBPF-based kernel filters to extract prominent anoma-

lies that impact application performance, i.e., fails of connec-

tion establishment and retransmission timeouts. nBPF also

devises user-space filters to record accurate retxs counters for

anomaly detection and sample retxs details (TCP 5-tuple and

even process info) for anomaly diagnostic. Last but not least,

nBPF proposes statistics of retxs events per (micro)service

(SRC) and per traffic scenarios (DST) to delimit the scope of

anomalies in the collecting phase. nBPF effectively filters out

> 90% of retxs and achieves low overheads in extreme stress

tests with million connections. The filtering rules also ensure

a high coverage rate of anomalies and help anomaly routing

among multiple scenarios.

Anomaly Detection (Challenge #2). AND then performs real-

time anomaly detection on time series of retxs counters (§6).

AND adopts multi-level time-series clustering to distinguish

distinct retxs patterns with respect to frequency, stability, sea-

sonality, etc. According to the clustering results, AND designs

lightweight feature engineering and extracts normalized fea-

tures for anomaly detection. The compute-intensive clustering

and model training are conducted in the offline phase, while

the feature extraction and anomaly detection are executed

in real-time. Finally, AND achieves minute-level detection

for millions of data streams (time series of millions of IPs

× multiple scenarios). AND extracts < 1% abnormal IPs

from ‘noisy’ time series of retxs and guarantees high recall

in anomaly detection.

Anomaly Diagnostic (Challenge #3). The abnormal IPs are

aggregated by application/network attributes and exported to

the diagnostic process (§7). The key insight is that anoma-

lies in multiple scenarios, e.g., intermediate networks, end

hosts, etc., exhibit different distributions of retxs, after corre-

lating retxs details with application/network attributes. AND

builds a supervised anomaly-routing model using single retxs
metrics and designs feature sets of anomalies for multiple

target teams or scenarios. The routing model also expands

USENIX Association 2024 USENIX Annual Technical Conference    889



(a) Percentage of retxs counters. (b) Trend of retxs counters.

Figure 9: The noisy retxs without filtering (collected from

tens of IPs of search service in one day).

the training sets and executes re-trains in a self-iterative way.

In the long-term evaluation in the production cloud, AND

achieves ∼ 95% recall/accuracy in detecting/routing network

anomalies. The routing model helps to locate anomalies in

specific scenarios and embodies generalization ability to more

problem domains.

5 Anomaly Collecting
5.1 Design of nBPF Tool

The nBPF tool consists of a kernel-space eBPF program and

a user-space agent (Figure 8). eBPF [31, 46] is universally

supported in Linux distributions (from Linux kernel 3.15+),

which dominate majority in Alibaba clouds. Note that the

idea of collecting retxs is general while the implementation

may vary according to different OS distributions [9] and even

transports [24, 25]. The core of nBPF designs a configurable

kernel- and user-space filtering framework with the validated

rules to extract prominent anomalies from massive retxs.

Kernel-space filtering on retxs types. The eBPF program

hooks retxs-related kernel functions to monitor retxs from

each (micro)service/container at the same host, as multiple

containers with isolated network namespace actually share

one monolithic kernel stack [58]. nBPF also distinguishes

various types of retxs.

In the initial deployment, AND collects all retxs without

filtering. We observe that applications exhibit massive retxs,

where TLP (Tail Loss Probe) and FAST retxs take the ma-

jority (around 99%) but cannot reflect the real anomalies, as

shown in Figure 9a. Because the end-host/network jitters eas-

ily cause massive TLP or FAST retxs, e.g., in mice flows of

remote process calls (RPCs) between (micro)services [36,55].

nBPF thus filters retxs by types and connection states in the

collecting phase.

First, nBPF monitors SYN retxs during connection estab-

lishment, which indicates that applications cannot establish

service. Second, nBPF only extracts RTO retxs for estab-

lished connections (around 0.1%). As shown in Figure 9b,

RTO retxs are effective signs of application/network anoma-

lies experiencing long timeouts, since kernel stacks adopt

a default timeout of 200ms. The practice demonstrates that

such filtering rules achieve a good trade-off between collect-

ing overheads and coverage rates of anomalies.

(a) The variations of retxs. (b) CPU overheads.

Figure 10: The CPU overheads of nBPF in extreme stress

tests with million connections.

User-space statistics and samplings on retxs details. The re-

ported retxs events by the eBPF program contain the detailed

TCP 5-tuples and even process info. To lower collecting and

processing overheads, the user-space agent further performs

statistics and samplings on raw retxs events/details. On the

one hand, nBPF records counters of retxs in container-level

granularity (SRC) with fixed time intervals for anomaly de-

tection. On the other hand, retxs details are indispensable for

anomaly diagnosis. However, massive retxs events/details in-

cur large overheads for uploading and processing (Figure 6a).

nBPF thus performs samplings on raw retxs events.

Last but not least, nBPF distinguishes multiple traffic di-

rections and scenarios via configurable filters on DST IPs

(Figure 4), to coarsely delimit the scope of anomalies when

performing statistics of retxs counter. As retxs counters are

lightweight statistics, nBPF supports finer-grained statistics

of retxs with respect to application/network attributes. Fi-

nally, the retxs counters and details are uploaded for further

anomaly detection and diagnosis.

5.2 Deployment & Evaluation

Performance and Stability Consideration. The initial ver-

sion of nBPF is implemented with Go and then reconstructed

with Rust, to process retxs events more efficiently. At last,

nBPF tool is implemented with 5000 lines of Rust code (nBPF

agent) and 1000 lines of C code (eBPF program). nBPF

adopts a time interval of 15s for statistics of retxs counters,

which is fine-grained enough to capture anomalies. nBPF sam-

ples the first 23 retxs for details, which is the 90th percentile

of retxs counters in intranet scenarios.

The CPU/memory usage of nBPF is carefully optimized

to avoid interference with applications [42, 48]. The nBPF

agents read retxs events from kernel space via zero-copy

ring buffer. The CPU quota is limited to 5% of one core

and the memory quota is limited to 30MB via cgroup. For

stability consideration, nBPF tools are automatically deployed

according to the IP list (VMs/NCs) with multi-phase canary

testing. nBPF agent also reports empty retxs counter as the

heartbeat.

Coverage Analysis. AND deploys nBPF at guest OS or bare-

metal servers. The coverage of AND thus depends on how

many VMs/NCs are deployed. The nBPF tool relies on eBPF
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features of Linux kernel, without requiring any other specific

hardware/software. The early-version kernels cannot support

eBPF and only occupy the minority of machines (18.43%).

nBPF adopts kprobes and perf_events to monitor retxs
effectively, which are introduced from kernel 4.9+ [2]. AND

covers 96.91% of the rest of machines with kernel version

supported (81.57%). The rest machines (3.09%) are managed

by another corporation and are thus not covered.

As shown in Figure 5, the number of container IPs report-

ing retxs in one hour reaches an order of 106. AND also meets

our design goal of covering Alibaba proprietary business, in-

cluding computing platform [4,6], database, mobile shopping,

etc. Besides, the kernel version keeps upgrading and the old

kernels/machines will expire gradually. The coverage of AND

thus continues to increase.

Overhead Analysis. AND provides always-on service. Here

we focus on the CPU overheads of nBPF. The long-term

OpEx for data processing is discussed in §6.2.

CPU Overheads. As shown in Figure 6b, we compare the

CPU overheads of nBPF with end-host monitoring tools. Ex-

isting works [39, 43, 49] collect connection-/packet-level met-

rics at end hosts. For example, they adopt Netlink [7] to collect

TCP info from the kernel. The burst loads easily cause a full

occupation of a single CPU core. The BCC [1] tools moni-

tor TCP connections using eBPF and reduce the overheads

compared to Netlink, however, the peak CPU utilization still

exceeds 10%. As a comparison, the CPU overheads of nBPF

keep around or below 1%, because nBPF only collects retxs
events with dedicated optimizations like filtering/sampling,

zero-copy collecting, etc.
Stress Tests. We also deploy nBPF agent at a proxy server

and the connections of the high-frequency trading services

reach a million level in stress tests. As shown in Figure 10,

system loads of both clients and real servers increase slightly

during 0 ∼ 200s and the average CPU utilization of nBPF

keeps around 0.3%. Interestingly, the proxy server bursts

massive SYN retxs to real servers and RTO retxs to clients

(Figure 10a), because clients already build connections with

proxy servers while proxy servers try to access real servers.

The retxs counters also burst after many connections break

when stress tests are finished (around 550s). nBPF limits the

CPU usage in such extreme cases and the CPU loads thus

keep below 5% (Figure 10b).

6 Anomaly Detection
6.1 Design of Detection Procedure

The clouds host massive applications with mixed deployments.

These applications exhibit distinct retxs patterns and sensitiv-

ities to retxs, with different QoS levels, resource quotas and

load variations. Even though AND performs filtering in the

collecting phase (§5), there still exists large ‘noises’ in the

time series of retxs counters from millions of IPs. On the one

Figure 11: Clustering of time series (intranet): (1) Stable time

series with small ‘noise’ take 41.06%; (2) Stable and seasonal

time series with predictable ‘noise’ take 48.09%; (2) Unstable

time series (mean-shift or hybrid) take 10.85%.

hand, dropping ‘noisy’ time series will lose valid data and

lower coverage, while using ‘noisy’ data directly will affect

accuracy. On the other hand, the simple threshold- or rule-

based methods cannot be applied to various retxs patterns.

To this end, the core idea of the detection procedure adopts

a multi-level clustering to distinguish retxs patterns and then

designs lightweight feature engineering to extract effective

features for anomaly detection.

Multi-level Clustering. The algorithm performs a two-level

time-series clustering to capture different ‘noisy’ patterns.

The time series are first clustered according to the occurrence

frequency of retx. Specifically, time series are divided into

four levels from low to high frequency to intuitively reflect

the ‘noise’ level. On this basis, AND further classifies time

series into stable type and unstable type (seasonal/trend, mean-

shift and hybrid types), according to the stability, seasonality

and distribution of windowed means. Figure 11 presents the

distribution of retxs patterns in cloud intranet. Most time

series are stable or seasonal as the network environment of

the intranet is relatively stable. A large portion of time series

still exhibit ‘noisy’ patterns and cannot be filtered simply

using thresholds.

Feature Engineering & Detection. According to clustering

results, the algorithm designs feature engineering for filtering

and denoising. First, the feature values are obtained by differ-

encing real-time counters with prediction values of ‘noises’.

Second, the feature values are penalized and scaled according

to the stability and seasonality of the time series. For exam-

ple, time series that exhibit unstable/unpredictable ‘noise’ can

hardly extract true anomalies and are prone to be penalized.

The extracted features either approximate stable time series or

are penalized to small weights. The featured values are also

normalized and can be applied to detection directly, using a

pre-trained model like isolation forest (IF) [28].

6.2 Deployment & Evaluation

Offline & Online Processing. Real-time is the key require-

ment of the detection algorithm for fast anomaly/failure dis-

covery and recovery. To achieve this goal, AND adopts a

hybrid offline and online processing via the low-cost Max-

Compute [6] and real-time Flink [4] respectively. The offline

stage performs compute-intensive clustering, prediction and
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(a) Stable time series. (b) Seasonal time series.

Figure 12: Effects of detection procedure.

model training, while the online stage only extracts real-time

features and then detects anomalies.

Offline Clustering. AND uses offline clustering for ‘day+1’

detection. Partial container IPs may occasionally be assigned

to other applications and have different retxs patterns com-

pared with the previous clustering results. The time series of

these IPs will be identified and penalized in feature engineer-

ing. The clustering results will be updated the next day.

Offline Prediction. AND designs dedicated offline predic-

tion for different clustering of time series (Figure 11). On

the one hand, partial time series have an ultra-low frequency

of retxs. AND adopts a simple difference with constants as

features. On the other hand, AND adopts a lightweight pred-

ication to eliminate the ‘noise’ of time series, based on the

expectation and variance of history windows.

Offline Training & Online Detection. For offline training,

AND randomly samples time series from a one-month period

and also includes time series of anomalies/failures to enhance

the robustness. The real-time features adopt simple arithmetic

calculations using prediction values and penalizing/scaling

factors pre-processed offline. Finally, the online detection

takes real-time features as inputs and outputs the abnormal

IPs and timestamps for further aggregation and diagnosis.

Effective Data Filtering. Next, we demonstrate that the de-

tection procedure effectively extracts features of anomalies

and also reduces data volume.

As shown in Figure 12, we intuitively show the effects of

the detection procedure, taking stable and seasonal time series

as examples. The detection procedure eliminates the ‘noise’

of time series by lightweight prediction. The features are also

penalized and scaled via coefficients in cyclic windows and

variance in short-time windows.

Data Volume in Daily Operating. We use data volume to

intuitively reflect the computing/storage overheads in daily

operations. Figure 13 presents the number of collected items

(IPs/retxs/connections per hour) from a large-scale region in

one week. The number of IPs reporting all retxs or SYN/RTO

retxs approach an order of 106. AND further identifies the

true anomalies and reduces the reported IPs to an order of 104

(Figure 13a). The connection-level monitors need to collect

one trillion (1012) connections per hour at the region level.

As a comparison, the number of items in all retxs details

achieves 109. The filtering rules and anomaly-detection al-

gorithms further reduce this number to an order of 107 and

(a) Extracted IPs. (b) Connections vs. retxs.
Figure 13: AND only extracts effective anomalies.
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Figure 14: Anomaly Diagnostic.

106 respectively (Figure 13b). AND only extracts retxs details

(from MaxCompute) for detected anomalies. Both filtering

rules and detection procedures are effective in reducing com-

puting/storage overheads and identifying true anomalies.

7 Anomaly Diagnostic
7.1 Design of Diagnostic Mechanism
As shown in Figure 14, AND uses a hierarchical diagnostic

mechanism to narrow the scope of problems step-by-step.

First, AND distinguishes anomalies between intranet and in-

ternet traffic in the collecting phase. AND thus avoids interfer-

ence from the unstable network environments of the internet

in anomaly routing. After that, AND routes anomalies among

networks, non-networks (end hosts, applications, etc.) and

special scenarios like SLB/NAT/Internet. Finally, AND ana-

lyzes the location and root cause of anomalies by correlating

domain-specific metrics and monitors.

Anomaly Routing Model. The routing model exploits the

distribution of retxs, i.e., SRC/DST IPs in retx details aggre-

gating by application/network attributes, as features to classify

network and non-network anomalies. AND adopts a classifi-

cation model based on the gradient boost decision tree and

collects labeled anomalies/failures in practical operations as

training sets. The main challenges lie in determining feature

sets considering various anomalies in multiple scenarios. We

empirically choose and optimize the feature sets according to

observations of anomalies from production environments.

Experience on Feature Sets. AND correlates retx details with

application and network attributes and builds access graphs

from multiple dimensions as feature sets of the routing model.

For end-host attributes, AND considers IP-level conver-

gence and aggregates container IPs by VMs/NCs. The retx
details exhibit IP-level convergence to a small number of
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hosts (VMs/NCs) due to the end-host anomalies, e.g., the top

several hosts take the majority of total retxs.
For application attributes, AND constructs access graphs

among attribution teams of applications. The large proportion

of core applications as source/destination usually reflect their

own problems. Small-scale anomalies between instances of

the single application are pruned and processed separately.

For network attributes, we construct access graphs at the

region and available zone (AZ) levels. We also consider the

multi-layer topology of physical and virtual networks for fur-

ther anomaly routing.

Last but not least, AND directly correlates retx details

with special scenarios like SLB/NAT/Internet, via virtual IPs

(VIPs) or sessions at SLB/NAT gateways. For example, clients

and real servers are aware of VIPs (with SLBs or NCs per-

forming NAT [33]), while internet traffic is served by fixed

SLB/NAT gateway clusters as inlet/outlet at the region level.

Anomaly Locating and Root Cause. AND further provides

guidance for anomaly locations based on the routing results.

End host & Application. For end-host and application

anomalies, AND identifies the problematic SRC/DST IPs

of (micro)services/VMs/NCs. AND further correlates end-

host metrics (CPU/memory utilization, ingress/egress traffic

and packet drops at kernel-stack/netdev/vSwitch/NIC) and

application-specific monitors, to find the root cause (Case D).

Physical & Virtual Network. For network anomalies, AND

determines the scope of anomalies at the region and AZ lev-

els. For example, inter-region anomalies are usually caused

by the unstable CEN (§8.2). AND also correlates retx
details with network topologies/attributes, e.g., multi-layer

ToR/aggregation/core switches in physical networks, and

vSwitches/forwarding-gateways/VPCs in virtual networks.

The abnormal hosts will aggregate to physical- or virtual-

network failures and even tell which tier a faulty device/link

is located in.

SLB & NAT Gateway. AND identifies gateway anomalies

at the instance or cluster level. At the instance level, retx
details converge to VIPs for source/destination NAT, which

are usually related to specific applications. At the cluster

level, retx details are distributed among multiple nodes or

the whole cluster and many applications are affected. AND

further checks loads of applications and SLB/NAT clusters

and other related metrics to find the root cause (Case A).

Internet. Internet traffic experiences both intranet and inter-

net paths, including SLB/NAT clusters, backbone routers, in-

ternet service providers (ISPs), etc. After excluding the cloud

vendors’ problems (SLB/NAT cluster or backbone router),

AND routes anomalies to the internet direction (Case F).

7.2 Deployment & Evaluation

Iterative Model Training. AND iteratively expands training

sets and executes re-train on a daily basis. The routing model

(a) Different orders of severity.

(b) Recall of detecting network anomaly.

(c) Accuracy of routing network anomaly.

Figure 15: Recall & Accuracy of AND in production.

labels each detected anomaly. Initially, the routing model

only ensures correctness for partial scenarios with abundant

cases. The operators need to verify labels that have a low

confidence level. The accuracy of AND gradually improves

with the extended data sets. AND can automatically expand

data sets with no human involvement as a high confidence

level has been achieved.

Evaluation in Production. We evaluate the capability of

AND in anomaly detecting and routing in production deploy-

ment. We conduct a long-term evaluation by comparing de-

tecting/routing results of AND with other diagnostic tools in

daily operations (§8.2).

Methodology. We focus on network anomalies to evaluate

the routing model. On the one hand, the clouds have built

mature probing and telemetry systems for physical and virtual

networks [15, 22, 56, 57], which can be used as baselines for

evaluation. On the other hand, delimiting network anoma-

lies is a challenging task with many application or end-host

anomalies as interference. We also validate other types of

anomalies in daily operations by inspecting domain-specific

monitors.

To capture the sensitivity of AND to anomalies, we define

ten orders of severity according to the scope of anomalies.

We only consider anomalies that exceed a defined severity,

i.e., the number of abnormal IPs detected by AND exceeds

1/1000 (L0) to 1/100 (L9) of the total number of monitored

(micro)services/IPs. Given a specific severity, recall is de-

fined as the percentage of network anomalies routed by AND

among all network anomalies, while accuracy is defined as

the percentage of true network anomalies among network

anomalies routed by AND.

Recall & Accuracy. Figure 15a shows the percentage of

affected (micro)services/containers with different orders of

severity, from 0.1% to 1%. Figure 15 also presents the accu-
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(a) Case A: SLB overloading. (b) Case B: Normal alternation. (c) Case C: Link failure of Redis. (d) Case D: Kernel-stack contentions.

(e) Case A: SLB traffic. (f) Case B: Failed alternation. (g) Case E: Wrong ACL configurations. (h) Case F: Internet access.

Figure 16: The abnormal IPs and the aggregations of SRC/DST IPs (retxs details) facilitate failure detection and routing.

mulative recall and accuracy since the initial deployment of

the routing model in a one-month period. AND achieves a

relatively stable recall in detecting network anomalies, from

75% to 95.96% as shown in Figure 15b. The accuracy of

routing network anomalies improves gradually with the ex-

panded data sets. In the stable phase, AND achieves 84.61% to

95.83% accuracy in routing network anomalies, considering

different orders of severity (Figure 15c).

Analysis. We then analyze the false positives and false

negatives of AND considering network anomalies. The false

positives are mainly attributed to the wrong routing conclu-

sions. For example, end-host or application anomalies may

be wrongly routed to network anomalies (§9.2). Note that

network failures may not be covered by probing systems in

particular cases (§8). We also consider these cases which are

confirmed as network failures by operation teams.

The false negatives are due to the different design rationales

of AND and probing systems. AND monitors in-band traffic of

applications and reports anomalies only if application traffic

is affected. On the other hand, probing systems adopt probing

traffic and target anomalies from the network perspective.

For example, probing systems are sensitive to network jitters

(slight packet drops of network links), however, application

traffic may not pass the problematic links or applications have

no network I/O when anomalies happen.

In summary, both recall and accuracy of AND gradually

increase with more severe network anomalies. The impacts

on application traffic also increase with the larger scope of

anomalies. While the application may not be affected at L0,

there is a high probability that applications are affected at L9.

8 Case Studies
8.1 Impact Assessment & Coverage Analaysis

Absence of Impact Assessment. The most widely deployed

network probing systems [22,57] lack impact assessment from

application perspectives. They cannot tell whether application

traffic is affected by anomalies and even overlook large-scale

failures.

Case A: SLB overloading. AND reports the number of af-

fected (micro)services (SRC IPs) in anomalies caused by SLB

overloading (Figure 16a), where the retxs details converge

to VIPs served by SLB nodes. As a comparison, the probing

systems [22,57] may detect delays/losses when probing paths

of SLB nodes (DST IPs), however, cannot tell the accurate

scope of impact from the service perspective. After checking

the traffic of SLB nodes, we observe that SLB nodes are over-

loaded and thus drop many packets (Figure 16e). The services

recover to normal after operators extend the quota/capacity

of SLB nodes.

Case B: Failures in gateway alternations. AND tells

whether network alternations affect applications and whether

applications recover to normal after emergency actions. For

example, network teams often perform gateway alterna-

tions/upgrades. Generally, the related IP segments will burst

many retxs due to connection breaks and then recover to

normal (Figure 16b). AND helps detect unexpected gateway-

cluster failures quickly during alternations (Figure 16f). The

operators then execute roll-back actions and applications re-

cover to normal rapidly.

Case C: Link failures accessing Redis. AND detects a large-

scale failure of the instant take-out ordering services (Fig-

ure 16c). The ordering services further rely on the in-memory

cache services (e.g., Redis [8]) in dedicated VPC and appear

many retxs to the target VPC. Because the IP-table (8-bit

index) is overflowed in the forwarding gateway — the default

DST IP (index 0) for return packets is replaced with a wrong

value — all requests to Redis receive no responses (forwarded

to the wrong DST IP). The network monitors [22, 57] may

detect small-scale failures among all network paths but regard

them as not urgent. AND also helps to find the real culprits,

i.e., failing to access the dependent Redis services.
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Limitations in Coverage. The probing systems fall short

in a number of scenarios, e.g., kernel stacks, ACL rules and

internet traffic. We also demonstrate that a unified diagnos-

tic system like AND facilitates anomaly routing and fault

locating.

Case D: Kernel-stack contentions. AND detects a large-

scale failure caused by kernel-stack contentions and helps to

pinpoint the problematic VMs/NCs (Figure 16d). The kernel

plugins are deployed in many hosts to trace the CPU schedul-

ing events of the densely deployed microservices [45]. The

frequency of tracing changes from 5s to 1s in one release, and

causes severe contentions with ksoftirqd of packet process-

ing [5, 12], further resulting in many retxs. The intermittent

probing systems deployed at NCs may not perceive such

kernel-stack anomalies inside VMs (§11).

Case E: ACL problems. The out-band probings may fail to

capture problems experienced by in-band traffic, e.g., ACL

rules will allow probing packets by default. As an implemen-

tation of service-level access control, the sidecar (proxy in

service mesh [34]) injects/verifies identifications as the pay-

loads of SYN packets via TCP fast open (TFO) option. AND

detects a large-scale service failure with many SYN retxs cor-

relating with gateway clusters (Figure 16g). Because sidecars

adopt the wrong ACL configurations for traffic passing NAT

gateways. The gateways drop these TFO packets by default

to avoid denial of service (DoS) attacks. The services recover

to normal after ACL rules are corrected.

Case F: Internet problems. AND detects service anomalies

caused by backbone routers or ISP problems. As shown in

Figure 16h, AND reports massive SYN retxs from region A

to internet direction and many applications are affected ( 1©
in Figure 4). AND routes anomalies to the internet outlet of

region A (NAT clusters — backbone routers — ISPs). After

correlating with syslogs of devices, we finally pinpoint port-

down problems at the backbone router. AND also detects the

VIP-level anomaly where user clients with common ISP at-

tributes are affected ( 2© in Figure 4), because the ISP wrongly

blocks VIP of services.

8.2 Distribution of Anomalies
We analyze the distribution of anomalies/failures and the

corresponding root causes, uncovered by AND in a one-month

period, as shown in Figure 17.

Anomaly Locations. Figure 17a shows the distribu-

tions of anomaly locations. For end-host anomalies, the

netdev-frontend includes layers above it (guest OS, kernel

stacks, applications in Figure 7) and has the largest occupation

(14%). For network anomalies, most of the problems happen

at physical networks (37%) and the rest problems are due to

virtual networks (16%).

Root Causes. Figure 17b shows the root causes of the above

anomalies/failures. Most of the end-host anomalies are caused

by burst traffic (16%). For example, the kernel stack fails

(a) Locations of anomalies. (b) Root causes of anomalies.

Figure 17: Distributions of anomalies.

to process packets and causes drops at netdev-frontend.
The VMs/vSwitches may also be overloaded by burst traf-

fic exceeding capacity. The rate limit (13%) works at

netdev-backend and causes packet drops when quotas are

exhausted. The down/migrate/upgrade behaviors (9%) of crit-

ical modules, e.g., services (containers), VMs, vSwitches,

NC, etc., break connections and causes many retxs. The

CPU/memory drain usually happens at VMs and the physi-

cal NIC problems are usually caused by port flips. The CPU

contention at the kernel stack leads to a large-scale failure

(Figure 16d).

Most of the network anomalies are caused by link failures

(34%) or switch failures (3%) of physical networks. The CEN

or leased-line failures (19%) occupy the most of link failures

for cross-region communications. The virtual-network fail-

ures are usually caused by wrong configurations, overloaded

NFs, ACL rules and faulty gateways. Besides, there still exist

4% unknowns anomalies that cannot be well explained. For

example, the container IPs may already be migrated in func-

tion as a service (FaaS) [17] before AND finds the root cause

by correlating with other diagnostics tools.

9 Experience

In this section, we introduce experience about how AND is

used. We also analyze the scope and limitations of AND in

practical deployment.

9.1 Practical Usage

Network Teams. The virtual or physical networking teams

detect network anomalies via active probing [22,57] and in-

network telemetry [56], and often perform network alteration

or traffic migration. They use AND to verify whether appli-

cations are affected and then perform emergency recovery.

For example, applications will burst retxs and then recover to

normal in a successful gateway alteration (Figure 16b). In one

unexpected gateway failure during alternation, AND detects

persistent retxs of the affected applications (Figure 16f). The

operators then perform rollback immediately and applications

recover to normal.

Application Teams. The application teams observe abnor-

mal metrics via their specific monitors. The operators then

query AND to verify retxs details of related (micro)services.
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If AND reports no anomalies, problems are usually blamed

on application-layer logic. Otherwise, AND provides routing

results to attribution teams. By correlating retxs details with

domain-specific monitors, operation teams quickly determine

the root causes of the anomaly. AND enables minute-level

anomaly detection and routing, and thus improves the effi-

ciency of diagnosing significantly.

Active Alerting. AND also pushes alerts to related teams

actively. PaaS and IaaS teams cross-validate the reported

anomalies from AND and give feedback on root causes. More

importantly, AND complements peculiar anomalies that are

not detected by existing monitoring systems (§8). Application

teams give feedback on whether QoS is affected by retxs
anomalies. For example, Redis [8] are sensitive to timeouts,

while MaxCompute [53] focuses on the expected deadline of

background tasks instead of request-level timeouts.

9.2 Scope & Limitations

Scope & Advantages of AND. AND mainly targets PaaS and

IaaS layers since retxs work below application layer (Fig-

ures 1 and 7) — application-layer anomalies like RPC time-

outs may not necessarily trigger transport-layer retxs — the

kernel stack may return ACKs as usual. Interestingly, AND

also detects many anomalies due to abnormal application be-

haviors including CPU/memory exhausting and unattended

service upgrade/migration (§8.2). Application teams have

built plenty of dedicated tools to monitor application-layer

logic [8, 20, 37, 54]. The key challenge is to correlate appli-

cations to networks and tell whether application anomalies

are blamed on network failures or whether network malfunc-

tions/alterations have severe impacts on applications.

AND has superiorities in coverage and impact assessment,

and thus complements the blind points of currently deployed

monitoring systems. First, AND monitors in-band traffic while

the probing systems [22,57] may not perceive anomalies ex-

perienced by application traffic. Second, AND monitors retxs
at (micro)service and connection level for impact assessment

from the application perspective.

Anomaly Routing and Locating. AND may occasionally

make wrong routing conclusions. For example, end-host

anomalies are routed to network teams — failure caused by

kernel-stack contention affects many applications/IPs and

manifests a similar distribution of retxs as network anomalies

(Case D in §8). Even though AND gives a wrong delimiting

conclusion, it detects the large-scale failure at once and pro-

vides details of the affected (micro)services and SRC/DST

IPs. The operation teams then use this info as input for fast

anomaly diagnosis. Above all, AND identifies the abnormal

SRC/DST IPs and coarsely delimits the scope of anomalies.

After that, the details of anomalies may be routed to dedi-

cated systems [22, 56, 57], to find the exact locations and root

causes.

10 Lessons Learned

In this section, we present lessons learned about unified oper-

ating entrance and exploration of AIOps.

10.1 Unified Diagnostic Platform
Our clouds have built mature monitoring systems with clear la-

bor of division. Existing monitors focus on their target domain,

e.g., PingSys [22] targets physical networks and Zoonet [57]

targets virtual networks. When applications encounter prob-

lems, operators check each system and try to correlate anoma-

lies with network events. With so many systems and metrics,

the whole process is inefficient in finding the root cause. A

unified diagnostic platform facilitates this process, which in-

tegrates multiple scenarios like physical and virtual networks

and performs fast anomaly routing to target teams. AND en-

ables minute-level anomaly detection and routing.

10.2 Roads toward AIOps
Operating large-scale clouds incurs large OpEx, especially

human costs. Introducing AIOps helps to release heavy work-

loads for human beings, however, still face challenges in prac-

tice. There exist huge gaps between available training sets and

complex machine-learning models. To employ more features

as inputs and more complex models, we need sufficient cases

of real anomalies as training sets. AND is a good exploration

of AIOps. AND acquires training sets and extracts features

of anomalies in a limited scope, e.g., sampling from partial

applications and cloud regions. AND then trains the routing

model that can be generalized to the whole cloud. AND also

iteratively expands training sets, by automatically labeling

anomalies with the trained model.

AND combined with AIOps have advantages of scalabil-

ity and versatility, e.g., extending to more cloud regions and

supporting IPv6 protocols, compared with traditional prob-

ing systems. With the deployment of more cloud regions,

the number of containers/VMs increases exponentially. Full-

mesh probing faces telemetry complexity issues and huge

overheads [22, 57]. Probing systems only cover partial virtual

or physical machines with sampling and path pruning. AND

already has full deployment in our clouds and easily extends

to more cloud regions, by monitoring application traffic and

only collecting anomalies with low overheads. In the early

phase, AIOps relies on existing monitoring systems for label

and cross-validation. The routing and diagnosing models are

expected to achieve better generalization ability with iterative

training and optimization.

11 Related Works

Active Probing. Pingmesh [22] targets physical networks in

large data centers. VNET Pingmesh [38] and VTrace [15]
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Diagnostic Tool Category
Coverage: Probing,

Application Traffic

Perspective:

Application, Network
Overhead: End-host,
Switch, Storage

Deployability:

Scope, Limitation

Active Probing: Pingmesh [22],

NetBouncer [44], Zoonet [57]

Probing traffic,

Intranet

Physical & virtual

network Low, Low, Low

Large data centers and

clouds, network only

End-host Monitoring: SNAP [49],

PathDump [43], 007 [9]

Application traffic,

Intranet

Application & physical

network High, Low, High

Large data centers,

high CapEx and OpEx

In-network Telemetry: PINT [11],

NetSeer [56], SpiderMon [47]

Application traffic,

Intranet

Application & physical

network Low, High, Low

Partial deployment,

programmable hardware

AND
Application traffic,

Intranet & internet

Application & physical,

virtual network Low, Low, Low

Million (micro)services,

cloud-native supported

Table 1: Coverage, perspective, overhead and deployment analysis of existing diagnostic tools and AND.

extend the coverage to virtual networks in the clouds.

Zoonet [57] further extends the scope to end hosts, which

covers anomalies of vSwitches/NICs and VMs/netdevs via

ARP ping. However, the out-band probing may not cover prob-

lems of actual service traffic. For example, ACL rules allow

probing packets by default and the ARP packets experience

different paths with TCP/IP packets of services at the kernel

stack. They target non-transient network failures (no shorter

than the probing interval [44]) and intranet traffic (internet is

uncontrollable [57]). Last but not least, AND reveals for the

first time that the probing systems fall short in assessing the

impacts of network anomalies on real application traffic in a

cloud-native environment.

End-host Monitoring. To correlate applications with network

paths end-to-end, existing works collect connection-, link-

and even packet-level metrics at end hosts. PathDump [43]

and Facebook [39] propose to correlate connections with

the network paths by marking packets at each hop and then

parsing packets at end hosts. 007 [9] also collects retxs and

queries the network path of each retx via Traceroute. However,

Traceroute incurs too much overheads to the switch’s control

plane with many retxs. NetPoirot [10] identifies root causes

of failures only using TCP statistics at one host, which relies

on artificial failure injections. In all, collecting fine-grained

metrics helps a lot in anomaly diagnostics, however, incurs

considerable overheads in long-term operation and should be

enabled on-demand.

In-network Telemetry. The programmable data plane and

in-network telemetry promote novel monitoring systems

at switches/NICs [26, 41]. PINT [11] and NetSeer [56]

record network-wide statistics and abnormal events at pro-

grammable switches respectively. SpiderMon [47] builds a

closed-loop between monitoring and posterior diagnosis to

achieve low overhead and high coverage. BufScope [20] mon-

itors request-level anomalies of application RPCs by corre-

lating requests at end hosts (SmartNICs) to network paths

(programmable switches). While BufScope [20] has been de-

ployed in Alibaba’s production storage application, these so-

lutions rely on new hardware (e.g., programmable switches).

Table 1 summarizes the comparisons of AND with exist-

ing works. Different from the probing-based systems, AND

monitors the actual application traffic and identifies anoma-

lies from the application perspective. Compared with existing

end-host monitors, AND extracts anomalies via the single met-

ric of retxs, and achieves lower CPU and storage overhead.

AND is also readily deployable in the multi-tenant clouds

without relying on specific hardware. However, AND is not

omnipotent and should be used cooperatively with other tools.

For example, The application- or RPC-level monitors [20,54]

complement AND to detect application-layer anomalies. AND

also resorts to existing diagnostic tools [22, 30, 57] to locate

the exact locations of anomalies.

12 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce experience in designing, deploy-

ing and operating the application-network diagnosing (AND)

system in Alibaba cloud. AND exploits a single metric of

TCP retxs to build the unified monitoring and diagnosing ca-

pability, which enables minute-level anomaly detection and

facilitates fast failure recovery. According to the operational

experience of over three years, AND demonstrates its supe-

riorities from several aspects, including impact assessment

at (micro)service levels, multiple-problem-domain anomaly

routing, extremely low overheads and generalization ability.
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